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Ex. I
Subject: 3ABN v. Joy
From: "Greg Simpson"
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2008 09:58:37 -0500
To: <gailon@...
CC: "Bob", "Chris Penwell"
Arthur-

☞
☞

I have received the blog posting by you pasted in this email below. I will be bringing a motion to enforce the
Confidentiality Order unless you provide a satisfactory explanation TODAY of why your reference to net receipts
from book deals does not reveal confidental information that you obtained from Remnant Publications.

Well, here we are!!! When do I get my own world-wide television ministry to go along with the rest of
the hypocricy??? I would like a jet, my own personal secretary and a barn full of horses and a cute little
filly to go with the new sports car. And I need to be able to do book deals that will net $300,000 annually,
minimum!!! A new house with a tarred driveway and a gate would be nice!!! 4,300 sq feet of living
space would be ok, as long as the grandchildren get to live with us!!! But I also need one of those
disappearing mortgages from a foundation somewhere!!! I also need complete discretion to hire, fire and
ridicule people
regardless of due process. I would clearly need "kingly authority"!!!
Well, Grandma, When do I start???
Problem is it has never been my goal to "wipe out sin" at 3ABN!!! Where did you get such a strange
idea??? Getting a bit soft upstais, Grandma? To do that we would have to destroy them all!!! Sounds like
a good start but a bit problematic with the civil common law!!! Particulary in a modern era!!!
ANd you have the audacity to challenge Bob's extrapolations? LOOK IN THE MIRROR!!!
My purpose has always been to bring accountability,,,a concept you reject!!! Ideally I would like to see a
constituency and a governance elected based on General Conference standards, not the gang of fifteen
standards. I would like to see due process for the accused, including the presentation of REAL evidence.
I would like to see justice for all, not just the few!!! Would be nice to see the face of adventism adopt a
few christian standards in their own lives, in other words, practice what they preach.
WIPE OUT SIN??? Are you daft, my dear???
To pull out specific counsel that addresses a specific situation within a church is contrary to the principles
of Matthew 18 and we could go on. YOU are the most egregious in your failure to follow the very clear
instructions of part three: TAKE IT TO THE CHURCH!!! YOU, GRANDMA, ARE ALL MERCY
AND NO JUSTICE...a bit out of balance in my BIBLE!!!
Your unbalanced view of mercy and justice is simply un-biblical...shocker, huh?
And shall we end with the premise that Grandma is definitely above reproach!!! She has never called
anyone to task in other than a "loving way"!!! If one believes this sales job, then I have the Brooklyn
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Bridge for sale, complete with toll gates!!! Any takers??? Cheap if you buy by midnight!!!
Love ya Grandma, but your unbalanced view of christianity results in a premise that we all can be saved
"IN OUR SINS" and all are above reproach, regardless of how much and how often we fleece the
sheep!!! Did you get fleeced Grandma??? Or are you fleecing???
Gailon Arthur Joy
I know, no cookies for me!!! Did you ever notice what the LORD ordered the Israeli's to do...some
would call it, dare I say it...ETHNIC CLEANSING...they even eliminated Grandma's, can you imagine
that!!!
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